OUR MISSION:
To connect volunteer plumbing and mechanical tradespersons, and industry resources with organizations and projects committed to increasing access to safe water and sanitation.

Plumbers Without Borders is building an online database/network of volunteers, organizations and projects. We believe that by connecting plumbing volunteers with organizations and their projects, everyone benefits, and we move closer to reaching the ultimate goal of improving health in all communities, worldwide.

OUR VISION:
Our vision is a world where everyone has access to safe water and sanitation – where suffering and disease is eradicated by the implementation of appropriate plumbing and sanitary systems.

Training and education, in the prevention of water-borne diseases, and the implementation of safe and sustainable sanitary systems is critical to building and improving community health.

We encourage all tradespeople, industry and humanitarian leaders to join our efforts and improve global health through better plumbing and sanitation.

Visit us at: www.plumberswithoutborders.org
Tel: (206) 390-5000 – USA